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1. Product overview 

1.1  Product features 

 

1.1.1  High-density 10G access 

Firstly, With the constant increase of demand on bandwidth, 

switches will need to provide a higher forward performance and 10G 

port extension ability. Adaptive interfaces and switches provide 

1G/10G QSFP + interface, ensure all ports non-blocking packet 

forwarding. 

1.1.2  Comprehensive safety control strategy 

Support port security features, effectively prevent attacks based on 

MAC address. Characteristic of the ARP intrusion detection 

function, which can effectively prevent a hacker or attacker through 

ARP packet in the network gradually prevailed "middlemen" attack. 

1.1.3  Easy and convenient way of management 

Support rich management interface, for example, the Console, OOB 

management, support the SNMP v1 / v2 / v3. Visual interface, 

simple and convenient control for each function of switch can be 

done via Web interface. 
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1.2  Specifications 

 Port support automatic consultation function, automatically 

adjust the transmission mode and transmission speed. 

 Working environment temperature: the temperature of 0~45 ℃ 

 Humidity: humidity 10% ~ 10% without condensation 

 Voltage: AC 110 V to 240 V AC 

2. Configuration guide 

2.1 Overview 

The instruction manual describes the basic method of configuration switch 

function on the Web. If you want to access switch through the web, you 

need to ensure that your computer is connected to the switches in the 

network; If it is the first time using our switch, don't need to do additional 

configuration switches, you can use Web access. 

Log in as shown below: 

Turn on switch, connect the devices in the network by cable. This 

equipment is only support WEB page via OOB management port 

connection; As shown in figure 2-1. 

Figure 2-1   OOB port management 
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2.2 System login 

This switch provides local and remote Web management. In Internet 

browser bar, type "http://192.168.2.1" and log in WEB interface, (Please 

note: this equipment is only support IE11 above browser version can 

display normally) log in page as shown. 

System log in interface 

 

Switch default management user name: admin; password: admin; the 

default IP address is 192.168.2.1 

After input the correct user name and password, click on the < log in > , 

you can log in the system, as shown: 
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3 System configuration 

3.1 System information 

Able to set name of the equipment, time and check the product model, 

hardware version, software version, MAC system, running time, the 

information such as CPU utilization, memory utilization. 

 

3.2 Network Settings 

Able to set the IPV4 address of this product. 
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3.4 Log configuration 

Able to view the product log information, and upload the log to the TFTP 

server; 

 

3.5 TELNET configuration 

Able to turned on or disable TELNET management; 
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3.6 HTTPS configuration 

Able to turned on or disable HTTP, HTTPS connection; 

 

3.7 Diagnostic tests 

Able to test whether port connected through PING and TRACEROTE 

service; 
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4 port configuration 

4.1 Physical port 

Able to view the connection state, medium, the rate of each port. You can 

modify the port status information, rate (1 G/ 10 G) and flow control, the 

longest long frame information; 
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4.2 Storm control 

Able to set radio, the size of the unknown multicast and unicast unknown 

values for each port ; "0" means no configuration. 

 

4.3 Port speed limit 

Able to set the port entrance rate, sudden entrance, export rate, export value, 

the size of the sudden export; "0" means no configuration. 

 

4.4 Port mirror 

Able to configure the port mirror; set up four groups (one-to-many);  
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The session ID: create a mirror image of the group; (the default group 4) 

Source port: refers to the mirror ports, can support multiple; 

Destination port: mirror port; 

Ingress: mirror, mirror for only from the port into the traffic. 

Egress: export image, only to the port of the flow in the mirror. 

Both: two-way mirror: support the two-way traffic of the port may send 

and receive images. 

 

4.5 Link aggregation 

Via global configuration can add/delete group (maximum support group, 

each group support the eight largest port); Together through the port 

configuration to view each port group configuration information;  

Mac: Src the source Mac; 

Mac: Dst destination Mac; 

Mac: Src&Dst source and destination Mac 
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4.6 Port isolation 

Able to configure port isolation, achieve port protection effect; UP link 

Shared mouth; Down link used will need to be isolated port; Down link 

multiple isolated port will need to join group. Each group support MAX 

of 8 port; 

 

4.7 Port statistics 

Able to view data statistics on each port ; 
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5 Second configuration 

5.1 VLAN configuration 

Able to configure the product port VLAN; In PVLAN configuration 

interface, you can configure the VLAN mode and PVID information. 

 

Set up a VLAN ID, check the need to increase the port. Use port to connect 

the client to mark tag port for the interconnection between equipment use, 
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selection is completed, click add > < button, finish adding VLAN 

information. 

 

5.2 MAC - vlan 

Based on the MAC VLAN is the VLAN divided into another division 

method, it depends on the message of the source MAC address forwarding 

message from which VLAN. 
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5.3 Protocol - a vlan 

Based on the protocol VLAN also known as a agreement VLAN, is 

different from the port VLAN based another VLAN division method. By 

configuring VLAN based protocol, switches can be analyzed on port 

received do not carry VLAN Tag message, according to different 

packaging format and special field values to set the message to the user 

agreement template matching, automatic for matching success message to 

add the corresponding VLAN Tag, will belong to specify the protocol data 

automatic transmission in the distributed to the corresponding VLAN. 

 

5.4 Voice - vlan 

Voice VLAN is for the user's Voice flow dividing VLAN. 

Often is the data in the network, voice, video and so on the many kinds of 

traffic and transport. Because of the effect of packet loss and delay to call 

quality is large, the user about the quality of the voice more sensitive than 
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the quality of the data or video, so in the case of limited bandwidth will 

need to ensure the quality. 

 

5.5 dotlq_tunnel 

QinQ is short for in Q802.1 in 802.1Q, it is based on a second tunnel 

protocol of IEEE 802.1Q technology, through the user's private network 

packet encapsulation on outer VLAN Tag, make it with two layers of 

VLAN Tag the backbone network (also called public) through the carrier, 

to provide users with a simple layer 2 VPN tunnel technology, also allow 

operators to use a VLAN network to provide service for users include more 

than one VLAN. 
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5.6 MAC configuration 

Able to view the MAC configuration table; 

 

By static MAC page manually configure bindings based on VLAN ID, the 

port's MAC address binding; 
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5.7 MSTP configuration 

Set the STP, RSTP, MSTP through the global configuration parameters; 

 

Instance configuration VLAN configuration page and priority for a MST 

instance, add a VLAN MST instance members, set a MST instance 

configuration screen 
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Through examples of port configuration, port configuration to configure 

the parameters of each port. 
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5.8 IGMP snooping configuration 

IGMP Snooping on the second floor equipment running through analyze 

the IGMP packets received, for port and the MAC multi-cast address to 

establish a mapping relationship, and according to the mapping 

relationship between forward multi-cast data. 
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5.9 DHCP snooping configuration 

By establishing and maintaining the DHCP Snooping DHCP binding table 

filter cannot trust information, this information refers to information from 

distrust area DHCP. DHCP Snooping binding table contains distrust area 

user MAC address, IP address, information such as the lease period, VLAN 

ID interface. 
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5.10 ERPS - Ring configuration 

ITU (international telecommunication union) the development of a ring 

network protection agreement, also known as "g. 8032." Steadfast a 

dedicated link layer protocol used in Ethernet ring network. When Ethernet 

ring network complete, it can prevent data from loop of broadcast storm, 

and when one Ethernet link disconnected can quickly restore the ring 

online communication between each node. 
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5.11 GMRP configuration 

GMRP allow terminal station and bridge to connect to the same LAN 

segment of MAC bridge dynamic registration group membership 

information, and the information can be transmitted to the extended filter 

support services (extended filtering services) bridge all the Bridges in the 

local area network (LAN) system. Operation based on the services 

provided by the GARP GMRP. 
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6 Network security 

6.1 Access control 

Set the filter rules, is disabled by default, if set to allow, will ban all is not 

in the list of rules of q. Please add rules first, and then set up the access 

rules, otherwise may cause the current WEB cannot access. 
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6.2 Attack Settings 

Enable or disable ignoring ping packets, prevent the SYN DOS attacks. 

 

6.3 ACL configuration 

ACL (Access Control List, the Access Control List) is used to implement 

the flow of recognition. Network equipment to filter packets, the matching 

conditions need to configure a series of packet classification, these 

conditions can be a message source address, destination address, port, etc. 

When equipment port receives the message, that is, according to a port on 

the current application of ACL rules to analyze the field of a message, after 

identify specific message, according to the preset strategies allow or 

prohibit the newspaper article through. Defined by the ACL packet 

matching rules, which can be reference by other need to distinguish 

between traffic situations, such as packet filtering, QoS shed the definition 

of the classification rules, etc. 
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7 Advanced configuration 

7.1 QOS configuration 

QoS (Quality of Service) as a Service Quality. For the network business, 

service quality including the transmission bandwidth, transmission delay, 

data packet loss rate, etc. In the network can guarantee the bandwidth of 

the transmission, reducing the transmission delay, reduce data packet loss 

rate and delay jitter and other measures to improve the quality of service. 

Network resources are always limited, as long as there is a grab the 

situation of the network resources, can appear the quality of service 

requirements. Service quality is relative to network business, in at the same 

time, to ensure the quality of service of a kind of business is likely to be at 

the expense of other business service quality. For example, in the case of 

fixed total network bandwidth, if certain business takes up more bandwidth, 

so other businesses can use the less bandwidth, may affect the use of other 

business. Therefore, the network according to the characteristics of the 

various business managers need to carry on the reasonable planning and 

allocation of network resources, making efficient use of network resources. 
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7.2 LLDP configuration 

Provides a standard way of Link Layer Discovery can be main ability, the 

Management of this device address, device id, such as interface 

identification Information organization into different the TLV 

(Type/Length/Value, Type/Length/Value), and encapsulated in a 

LLDPDU (Link Layer Discovery Protocol Data Unit, the Link Layer 

Discovery Protocol Data Unit) of the published to their direct neighbor, 

neighbor after receiving this Information will be in a standard MIB 

(Management Information Base and Management Information Base) 
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stored in the form of, query for the network Management system and the 

status of the judge Link communication. Configurable LLDP related 

information through this page. 
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7.3 SNMP configuration 

SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol, Simple Network 

Management Protocol) is a Network Management of equipment and 

communication rules between managed devices, it defines a series of 

messages, methods, and syntax, used to implement the Management of 

equipment access and Management of managed devices. Through the 

information on this page to configure SNMP. 
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8 System maintenance 

8.1 configuration file management 

Able to view equipment related configuration; 
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Through the configuration file management can be downloaded, uploaded 

equipment related configuration; 

 

8.2 Save the configuration 

Through this page click save configuration to save equipment related 

configuration, ensure the equipment after power reset configuration will 

not be lost; 
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8.3 Restart the equipment 

Click on the restart button; The device will reboot; 

 

8.4 Restore factory Settings 

Click restore factory Settings button, will lose all the existing configuration, 

restore the default; 
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8.5 Online upgrade 

Click browse, choose to upgrade the firmware, click upload, waiting for 

the upload is complete; To complete the online upgrade. 

 


